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1. Introduction
With the industrial and scientific developments, many new optimization problems are
needed to be solved. Several of them are complex, multi-modal, high dimensional, nondifferential problems. Therefore, some new optimization techniques have been designed,
such as genetic algorithm, simulated annealing algorithm, Tabu search, etc. However, due to
the large linkage and correlation among different variables, these algorithms are easily
trapped to a local optimum and failed to obtain the reasonable solution.
Swarm intelligence (SI) is a recent research topic which mimics the animal social behaviors.
Up to now, many new swarm intelligent algorithms have been proposed, such as group
search optimizer[1], artificial physics optimization[2], firefly algorithm[3] and ant colony
optimizer (ACO)[4]. All of them are inspired by different animal group systems. Generally,
they are decentralized, self-organized systems, and a population of individuals are used to
interacting locally. Each individual maintains several simple rules, and emergence of
"intelligent" global behaviour are used to mimic the optimization tasks. The most famous
one is particle swarm optimization.
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) [5-8] is a population-based, self-adaptive search
optimization method motivated by the observation of simplified animal social behaviors
such as fish schooling, bird flocking, etc. It is becoming very popular due to its simplicity of
implementation and ability to quickly converge to a reasonably good solution. In a PSO
system, multiple candidate solutions coexist and collaborate simultaneously. Each solution
called a "particle", flies in the problem search space looking for the optimal position to land.
A particle, as time passes through its quest, adjusts its position according to its own
"experience" as well as the experience of neighboring particles. Tracking and memorizing
the best position encountered build particle's experience. For that reason, PSO possesses a
memory (i.e. every particle remembers the best position it reached during the past). PSO
system combines local search method (through self experience) with global search methods
(through neighboring experience), attempting to balance exploration and exploitation.
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Human society is a complex group which is more effective than other animal groups.
Therefore, if one algorithm mimics the human society, the effectiveness maybe more robust
than other swarm intelligent algorithms which are inspired by other animal groups. With
this manner, social emotional optimization algorithm (SEOA) was proposed by Zhihua Cui
et al. in 2010[9-13]
In SEOA methodology, each individual represents one person, while all points in the
problem space constructs the status society. In this virtual world, all individuals aim to seek
the higher social status. Therefore, they will communicate through cooperation and
competition to increase personal status, while the one with highest score will win and
output as the final solution. In the experiments, social emotional optimization algorithm
(SEOA) has a remarkable superior performance in terms of accuracy and convergence speed
[9-13].
In this chapter, we proposed a novel improved social emotional optimization algorithm
with random emotional selection strategy to evaluate the performance of this algorithm on 5
benchmark functions in comparison with standard SEOA and other swarm intelligent
algorithms.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The standard version of social emotional
optimization algorithm is presented in section 2, while the modification is listed in section 3.
Simulation resutls are listed in section 4.

2. Standard social emotional optimization algorithm
In this paper, we only consider the following unconstrained problem:


min f ( x ) x  [L,U ]D  RD
In human society, all people do their work hardly to increase their social status. To obtain
this object, people will try their bests to find the path so that more social wealthes can be
rewarded. Inspired by this phenomenon, Cui et al. proposed a new population-based
swarm methodology, social emotional optimization algorithm, in which each individual
simulates a virtual person whose decision is guided by his emotion. In social emotional
optimization algorithm methodology, each individual represents a virtual person, in each
generation, he will select his behavior according to the corresponding emotion index. After
the behavior is done, a status value is feedback from the society to confirm whether this
behavior is right or not. If this choice is right, the emotion index of himself will increase, and
vice versa.
In the first step, all individuals's emotion indexes are set to 1, with this value, they will
choice the following behaviour:




x j ( 1 )  x j ( 0 )  Manner1

(1)



where x j ( 1 ) represents the social position of j's individual in the initialization period, the
corresponding ﬁtness value is denoted as the society status. Symbo  means the operation,
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in this paper, we only take it as addition operation +. Since the emotion index of j is 1, the
movement phase Manner1 is defined by:
Manner1  k 1  rand1 

 ( xw ( 0 )  x j ( 0 ))
L



w 1



(2)

where k 1 is a parameter used to control the emotion changing size, rand 1 is one random
number sampled with uniform distribution from interval (0,1). The worst L individuals are
selected to provide a reminder for individual j to avoid the wrong behaviour. In the
initialization period, there is a little emotion affection, therefore, in this period, there is a
little good experiences can be referred, so, Manner1 simulates the affection by the wrong
experiences.
In t generation, if individual j does not obtain one better society status value than previous
value, the j's emotion index is decreased as follows:

BI j ( t  1 )  BI j ( t )  

(3)

where∆ is a predeﬁned value, and set to 0.05, this value is coming from experimental tests. If
individual j is rewarded a new status value which is the best one among all previous
iterations, the emotion index is reset to 1.0:
BI j ( t  1 )  1.0

(4)

Remark: According to Eq.(3), BI j ( t  1 ) is no less than 0.0, in other words, if BI j ( t  1 )  1.0 ,

then BI j ( t  1 )  0.0 .

In order to simulate the behavior of human, three kinds of manners are designed, and the
next behavior is changed according to the following three cases:
If BI j ( t  1 )  TH1

If TH1  BI j ( t  1 )  TH2













x j ( t  1 )  x j ( t )  Manner2

x j ( t  1 )  x j ( t )  Manner3

(5)

(6)

Otherwise
x j ( t  1 )  x j ( t )  Manner4

(7)

Parameters TH1 and TH 2 are two thresholds aiming to restrict the different behavior
manner. For Case1, because the emotion index is too small, individual j prefers to simulate
others successful experiences. Therefore, the symbol Manner2 is updated with:
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Manner2  k 3  rand 3  ( X j,best ( t )  x j ( t ))




 k 2  rand2  ( Status best ( t )  x j ( t ))

(8)



where Status best ( t ) represents the best society status position obtained from all people
previously. In other words, it is:




Status best ( t )  arg min{ f( x w ( h )|1  h  t )}

(9)

With the similar method, Manner2 is defined:




Manner3  k 3  rand 3  ( X j,best ( t )  x j ( t ))




 k 2  rand2  ( Statusbest ( t )  x j ( t ))
 k 1  rand1 



 ( xw ( 0 )  x j ( 0 ))


L



(10)

w 1

where X j,best ( t ) denotes the best status value obtained by individual j previously, and is
defined by




X j,best ( t )  arg min { f( x j ( h )|1  h  t )}

(11)

For Manner4 , we have




Manner4  k 3  rand 3  ( X j,best ( t )  x j ( t ))
 k 1  rand1 

 ( xw ( 0 )  x j ( 0 ))
L





(12)

w 1

Manner2 , Manner3 and Manner4 refer to three different emotional cases. In the first case, one
individual's movement is protective, aiming to preserve his achievements (good
experiences) in Manner2 due to the still mind. With the increased emotion, more rewards are
expected, so in Manner3 , a temporized manner in which the dangerous avoidance is
considered by individual to increase the society status. Furthermore, when the emotional is
larger than one threshold, it simulates the individual is in surged mind, in this manner, he
lost the some good capabilities, and will not listen to the views of others, Manner4 is
designed to simulate this phenomenon.

To enhance the global capability, a mutation strategy, similarly with evolutionary
computation, is introduced to enhance the ability escaping from the local optima, more
details of this mutation operator is the same as Cai XJ[14], please refer to corresponding
reference. The detail of social emotion optimization are listed as follows:
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Step 1. Initializing all individuals respectively, the initial position of individuals randomly
in problem space.
Step 2. Computing the fitness value of each individual according to the objective
function.


Step 3. For individual j, determining the value X j,best ( 0 ) .


Step 4. For all population, determining the value Status best ( 0 ) .
Step 5. Determining the emotional index according to Eq.(5)-(7) in which three emotion
cases are determined for each individual.
Step 6. Determining the decision with Eq. (8)-(12), respectively.
Step 7. Making mutation operation.
Step 8. If the criteria is satisfied, output the best solution; otherwise, goto step 3.

3. Random emotional selection strategy
To mimic the individual decision mechanism, emotion index BI j ( t ) is employed to simulate
the personal decision mechanism. However, because of the determined emotional selection
strategy, some stochastic aspects are omitted. To provide a more precisely simulation, we
replace the determined emotional selection strategy in the standard SEOA with three
different random manners to mimic the human emotional changes.
3.1 Gauss distribution

Gauss distribution is a general distribution, and in WIKIPEDIA is defined as "normalis a
continuous probability distribution that is often used as a first approximation to describe
real-valued random variables that tend to cluster around a single mean value. The graph of
the associated probability density function is "bell"-shaped, and is known as the Gaussian
function or bell curve" [15] (see Fig.1):
f ( x) 


1
e
 2

( x  )2
2 2

where parameter  is called the mean,  2 is the variance. The standard normal Gauss
distribution is one special case with   0 and 2  1 .
3.2 Cauchy distribution

Cauchy distribution is also called Lorentz distribution, Lorentz(ian) function, or Breit–
Wigner distribution. The probability density function of Cauchy distribution is
1

f ( x,x0 ,  )= 
 ( x  x 0 )2   2
where x 0 is the location parameter, specifying the location of the peak of the distribution,
and  is the scale parameter which specifies the half-width at half-maximum. The special
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case when x 0  0 and   1 is called the standard Cauchy distribution with the probability
density function
f ( x)=

1

( 1  x 2 )

Fig. 1. Illustration of Probability Density Function for Gauss Distribution

Fig. 2. Illustration of Probability Density Function for Cauchy Distribution
3.3 Levy distribution

In the past few years, there are more and more evidence from a variety of experimental,
theoretical and field studies that many animals employ a movement strategy approximated
by Levy flight when they are searching for resources. For example, wandering Albatross
were observed to adopt Levy flight to adapted stochastically to their prey field[16]. Levy
flight patterns have also been found in a laboratory-scale study of starved fruit flies. In a
recent study by Sims[17], marine predators adopted Levy flights to pursuit Levy-like fractal
distributions of prey density. In [18], the authors concluded that ``Levy flights may be a
universal strategy applicable across spatial scales ranging from less than a meter, ..., to
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several kilometers, and adopted by swimming, walking, and airborne organisms". Shaped
by natural selection, the Levy flights searching strategies of all living animals should be
regarded as optimal strategies to some degree[19]. Therefore, it would be interesting to
incorporate Levy flight into the SEOA algorithm to improve the performance.
Indeed, several studies have already incorporated Levy flight into heuristic search
algorithms. In [20], the authors proposed a novel evolutionary programming with mutations
based on the Levy probability distribution. In order to improve a swarm intelligence
algorithm, Particle Swarm Optimizer, in [21], a novel velocity threshold automation strategy
was proposed by incorporated with Levy probability distribution. In a different study of
PSO algorithm[22], the particle movement characterized by a Gaussian probability
distribution was replaced by particle motion with a Levy flight. A mutation operator based
on the Levy probability distribution was also introduced to the Extremal Optimization (EO)
algorithm[23].
Levy flights comprise sequences of straight-line movements with random orientations. Levy
flights are considered to be 'scale-free' since the straight-line movements have no
characteristic scale. The distribution of the straight-line movement lengths, L has a powerlaw tail:
P( L )  L

where 1    3 .

The sum of the a set { L i } converge to the Levy distribution, which has the following
probability density:
D  , ( L ) 

1




e

q 

cos( qL )dq

0

where  and  are two parameters that control the sharpness of the graph and the scale unit
of the distribution, respectively. The two satisfy 1    2 and   0 . For   1 , the
distribution becomes Cauchy distribution and for   2 , the distribution becomes Gaussian
distribution. Without losing generality, we set the scaling factor   1 .

Since, the analytic form of the Levy distribution is unknown for general  , in order to
generate Levy random number, we adopted a fast algorithm presented in [24]. Firstly, Two
independent random variables x and y from Gaussian distribution are used to perform a
nonlinear transformation
v

x
1

|y|

Then the random variable z :
z  w
1
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now in the Levy distribution is generated using the following nonlinear transformation
w  {|K(  )  1|e

-v
C( )

 1}  v

where the values of parameters K(  ) and C(  ) are given in[24].
In each iteration, different random number BI j ( t ) is generated for different individual with
Gauss distribution, Cauchy distribution and Levy fligh, then choices the different rules for
different conditions according to Eq.(5)-(7).

4. Simulation
To testify the performance of proposed variant SEOA with random emotional selection
strategy, five typical unconstraint numerical benchmark functions are chosen, and
compared with standard particle swarm optimization (SPSO), modified particle swarm
optimization with time-varying accelerator coefficients (TVAC)[25] and the standard
version of SEOA (more details about the test suits can be found in [26]). To provide a more
clearly insight, SEOA combined with Gauss distribution, Cauchy distribution and Levy
distribution are denoted with SEOA-GD, SEOA-CD and SEOA-LD, respectively.
Sphere Model:

f 1 ( x)   j  1 x 2j
n

where|x j | 100.0 , and

f 1 ( x* )  f 1 ( 0 , 0 ,..., 0 )  0.0

Rosenbrock Function:

f 2 ( x)   j  1 [ 100( x j  1  x 2j )2  ( x j  1 )2 ]
n1

where||x j | 30.0 , and

f 2 ( x* )  f 1 ( 0 , 0 ,..., 0 )  0.0

Schwefel 2.26:

n

where|x j | 500.0 , and





f 3 ( x)   i  1 xi sin( |xi |) ,

f3 ( x*)  f3 ( 420.9687 ,..., 420.9687 )  418.98n

Rastrigin:
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f4 ( x )   [ xi2  10cos( 2xi )  10 ]
n

i 1

where|x j | 5.12 , and

f4 ( x*)  f4 ( 0.0 ,..., 0.0 )  0.0

Penalized Function2:
f5 ( x )  0.1{ sin 2 ( 3x1 ) 

 ( x j  1 )2  [ 1  sin 2 ( 3x j 1 )]  ( xn  1 )2

n 1
j1

 [ 1  sin 2 ( 3x n )]}   u( x j , 5 , 100 , 4 )
n

where|x j | 50.0 , and

j1

 k( xi  a)m ,xi  a,

u( xi ,a,k ,m)  0 ,  a  xi  a,

m
 k( xi  a) ,xi   a.
1
y i  1  ( xi  1 )
4

f5 ( x*)  f5 ( 1 ,..., 1 )  0.0
The inertia weight w is decreased linearly from 0.9 to 0.4 for SPSO and TVAC, accelerator
coefficients c1 and c 2 are both set to 2.0 for SPSO, as well as in TVAC, c1 decreases from 2.5
to 0.5, while c 2 increases from 0.5 to 2.5. Total individuals are 100, and the velocity threshold
vmax is set to the upper bound of the domain. The dimensionality is 30, 50, 100, 150, 200, 250
and 300. In each experiment, the simulation run 30 times, while each time the largest
iteration is 50 times dimension, e.g. the largest iteration is 1500 for dimension 30. For SEOA,
all parameters are used the same as Cui et al[9].
1.

Comparison with SEOA-GD, SEOA-CD and SEOC-LD

From the Tab.1, we can find the SEOA-GD is the best algorithm for all 5 benchmarks
especially for high-dimension cases. This phenomenon implies that SEOA-GD is the best
choice between three different random variants.
2.

Comparison with SPSO, TVAC and SEOA

In Tab.2, SEOA-GD is superior to other three algorithm in all benchmarks especially for
multi-modal functions.
Based on the above analysis, we can draw the following conclusion:
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SEOA-GD is the most stable and effective among three random variants, and is superior to
other optimization algorithms significantly, e.g. SPSO, TVAC and SEOA. It is especially suit
for high-dimensional cases.
Dimension
30

50

100

150

200

250

300

Algorithm
SEOA-GD
SEOA-LD
SEOA-CD
SEOA-GD
SEOA-LD
SEOA-CD
SEOA-GD
SEOA-LD
SEOA-CD
SEOA-GD
SEOA-LD
SEOA-CD
SEOA-GD
SEOA-LD
SEOA-CD
SEOA-GD
SEOA-LD
SEOA-CD
SEOA-GD
SEOA-LD
SEOA-CD

Mean Value
6.4355e-034
2.4887e-019
3.8304e-034
7.1686e-031
2.5210e-016
3.1894e-032
1.0111e-032
3.8490e-013
2.4269e-030
6.8757e-032
5.7554e-012
1.9043e-032
3.1075e-032
1.1350e-009
2.7272e-031
7.1304e-031
9.0872e-010
1.0602e-029
1.2563e-029
3.3374e-009
1.2338e-027

Standard Deviation
2.6069e-033
1.3127e-018
8.9763e-034
3.8036e-030
7.5977e-016
1.2666e-031
2.3768e-032
1.1092e-012
1.3091e-029
2.8083e-031
3.1401e-011
5.0848e-032
5.3236e-032
4.4368e-009
8.6026e-031
2.7851e-030
1.9692e-009
5.4445e-029
6.7502e-029
6.4169e-009
6.7241e-027

Algorithm
SEOA-GD
SEOA-LD
SEOA-CD
SEOA-GD
SEOA-LD
SEOA-CD
SEOA-GD
SEOA-LD
SEOA-CD
SEOA-GD
SEOA-LD
SEOA-CD

Mean Value
1.9254e+001
5.7495e+001
1.7432e+001
1.2247e+001
1.0847e+002
3.1019e+001
3.3119e+001
2.6886e+002
3.4328e+001
3.2798e+001
3.7234e+002
5.6862e+001

Standard Deviation
3.1878e+001
5.5242e+001
3.6001e+001
2.4146e+001
7.3577e+001
4.6183e+001
5.7253e+001
1.1566e+002
5.7243e+001
5.0613e+001
9.1565e+001
8.7306e+001

(a) Sphere Model

Dimension
30

50

100

150
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200

250

300

SEOA-GD
SEOA-LD
SEOA-CD
SEOA-GD
SEOA-LD
SEOA-CD
SEOA-GD
SEOA-LD
SEOA-CD

7.4345e+001
3.6658e+002
9.5224e+001
7.9152e+001
4.1573e+002
7.0330e+001
7.8918e+001
7.2125e+002
9.2294e+001

6.7799e+001
8.1035e+001
1.2905e+002
1.7714e+002
1.0684e+002
9.5850e+001
1.0940e+002
1.6142e+002
1.7148e+002

Algorithm
SEOA-GD
SEOA-LD
SEOA-CD
SEOA-GD
SEOA-LD
SEOA-CD
SEOA-GD
SEOA-LD
SEOA-CD
SEOA-GD
SEOA-LD
SEOA-CD
SEOA-GD
SEOA-LD
SEOA-CD
SEOA-GD
SEOA-LD
SEOA-CD
SEOA-GD
SEOA-LD
SEOA-CD

Mean Value
-1.0935e+004
-1.0485e+004
-1.0846e+004
-1.8013e+004
-1.7623e+004
-1.7997e+004
-3.6064e+004
-3.3434e+004
-5.4032e+004
-5.3692e+004
-4.5623e+004
-5.4032e+004
-7.1830e+004
-6.2516e+004
-7.1926e+001
-9.0088e+004
-7.3541e+004
-8.9629e+004
-1.0853e+005
-8.5244e+004
-1.0788e+005

Standard Deviation
3.1474e+002
3.7499e+002
3.4926e+002
4.3216e+002
5.6499e+002
4.5048e+002
5.8230e+002
1.3006e+003
5.6218e+002
6.5254e+002
2.5695e+003
5.6218e+002
7.4485e+002
2.4362e+003
8.0021e+002
1.0428e+003
4.0967e+003
8.8930e+002
2.0551e+003
3.7267e+003
1.1546e+003

Algorithm
SEOA-GD
SEOA-LD
SEOA-CD
SEOA-GD
SEOA-LD
SEOA-CD

Mean Value
5.6381e-001
1.1343e+001
6.9647e-001
1.0945e+000
3.5087e+001
9.9496e-001

Standard Deviation
7.6996e-001
5.1179e+000
1.0170e+000
1.1787e+000
1.3085e+001
9.0513e-001

(b) Rosenbrock

Dimension
30

50

100

150

200

250

300
(c) Schwefel 2.26

Dimension
30

50
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250

300
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SEOA-GD
SEOA-LD
SEOA-CD
SEOA-GD
SEOA-LD
SEOA-CD
SEOA-GD
SEOA-LD
SEOA-CD
SEOA-GD
SEOA-LD
SEOA-CD
SEOA-GD
SEOA-LD
SEOA-CD

1.9927e+000
6.7273e+001
1.8904e+000
2.9849e+000
1.6024e+002
2.1557e+000
3.2502e+000
2.1515e+002
3.7145e+000
5.2733e+000
2.4853e+002
5.0743e+000
5.6049e+000
4.4945e+002
5.7376e+000

1.3044e+000
1.9863e+001
1.3156e+000
1.6317e+000
3.0511e+001
1.2823e+000
2.1216e+000
4.3832e+001
1.7709e+000
2.1884e+000
4.8847e+001
1.4861e+000
2.4578e+000
8.3985e+001
2.2881e+000

Algorithm
SEOA-GD
SEOA-LD
SEOA-CD
SEOA-GD
SEOA-LD
SEOA-CD
SEOA-GD
SEOA-LD
SEOA-CD
SEOA-GD
SEOA-LD
SEOA-CD
SEOA-GD
SEOA-LD
SEOA-CD
SEOA-GD
SEOA-LD
SEOA-CD
SEOA-GD
SEOA-LD
SEOA-CD

Mean Value
6.7596e-020
3.6502e-028
3.5767e-032
2.8538e-022
1.1715e-027
4.3395e-026
3.7192e-030
1.0191e-017
6.6188e-021
2.0858e-030
5.8928e-025
3.0817e-019
2.9720e-026
4.4726e-020
1.4251e-030
6.7744e-024
7.7143e-025
3.0722e-023
2.7092e-030
4.4726e-020
1.6320e-026

Standard Deviation
3.7024e-019
1.1039e-027
5.3917e-032
1.5631e-021
3.6895e-027
2.3769e-025
1.7204e-029
5.1895e-017
3.6152e-020
5.0533e-030
2.3415e-024
1.6879e-018
1.5923e-025
1.9939e-019
2.9692e-030
3.7100e-023
1.0616e-024
1.6827e-022
4.7730e-030
1.9939e-019
7.5692e-026

(d) Rastrigin

Dimension
30

50

100

150

200

250

300
(e) Penalized 2

Table 1. Comparison results between SEOA-GD, SEOA-CD and SEOA-LD
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Dimension
30

50

100

150

200

250

300

Algorithm
SPSO
TVAC
SEOA
SEOA-GD
SPSO
TVAC
SEOA
SEOA-GD
SPSO
TVAC
SEOA
SEOA-GD
SPSO
TVAC
SEOA
SEOA-GD
SPSO
TVAC
SEOA
SEOA-GD
SPSO
TVAC
SEOA
SEOA-GD
SPSO
TVAC
SEOA
SEOA-GD

Mean Value
1.1470e-009
4.1626e-030
2.9026e-010
6.4355e-034
1.6997e-007
1.0330e-012
3.1551e-010
7.1686e-031
3.0806e-004
1.4014e-004
1.4301e-009
1.0111e-032
1.4216e-002
3.9445e-001
3.3950e-000
6.8757e-032
1.5234e-001
2.1585e-001
7.2473e-009
3.1075e-032
1.0056e+000
8.1591e-001
1.4723e-008
7.1304e-031
1.0370e+ 001
3.1681e+000
2.0420e-008
1.2563e-029

Standard Deviation
1.9467e-009
1.2140e-029
2.4315e-010
2.6069e-033
2.2555e-007
3.7216e-012
2.0241e-010
3.8036e-030
3.6143e-004
3.0563e-004
7.0576e-010
2.3768e-032
8.3837e-003
1.7831e+000
1.4518e-009
2.8083e-031
1.1698e-001
4.1999e-001
3.1493e-009
5.3236e-032
1.0318e+000
3.8409e+000
5.4435e-009
2.7851e-030
2.2117e+001
1.2412e+001
6.4868e-009
6.7502e-029

(a) Sphere Model

Dimension
30

50

100

www.intechopen.com

Algorithm
SPSO
TVAC
SEOA
SEOA-GD
SPSO
TVAC
SEOA
SEOA-GD
SPSO
TVAC
SEOA
SEOA-GD

Mean Value
5.6170e+001
3.3589e+001
4.7660e+001
1.9254e+001
1.1034e+002
7.8126e+001
8.7322e+001
1.2247e+001
4.1064e+002
2.8517e+002
1.3473e+002
3.3119e+001

Standard Deviation
4.3585e+001
4.1940e+001
2.8463e+001
3.1878e+001
3.7489e+001
3.2497e+001
7.4671e+001
2.4146e+001
1.0585e+002
9.8129e+001
5.4088e+001
5.7253e+001

45

46

150

200

250

300
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SPSO
TVAC
SEOA
SEOA-GD
SPSO
TVAC
SEOA
SEOA-GD
SPSO
TVAC
SEOA
SEOA-GD
SPSO
TVAC
SEOA
SEOA-GD

8.9132e+002
1.6561e+002
2.2609e+002
3.2798e+001
2.9071e+003
8.0076e+002
2.9250e+002
7.4345e+001
7.4767e+003
1.3062e+003
3.4268e+002
7.9152e+001
2.3308e+004
1.4921e+003
3.8998e+002
7.8918e+001

1.6561e+002
6.4228e+001
9.6817e+001
5.0613e+001
5.4259e+002
2.0605e+002
9.2157e+001
6.7799e+001
3.2586e+003
3.7554e+002
9.0459e+001
1.7714e+002
1.9727e+004
3.4572e+002
5.1099e+001
1.0940e+002

Algorithm
SPSO
TVAC
SEOA
SEOA-GD
SPSO
TVAC
SEOA
SEOA-GD
SPSO
TVAC
SEOA
SEOA-GD
SPSO
TVAC
SEOA
SEOA-GD
SPSO
TVAC
SEOA
SEOA-GD
SPSO
TVAC
SEOA
SEOA-GD

Mean Value
-6.2762e+003
-6.7672e+003
-1.0716e+004
-1.0935e+004
-1.0091e+004
-9.7578e+003
-1.7065e+004
-1.8013e+004
-1.8148e+004
-1.7944e+004
-3.2066e+004
-3.6064e+004
-2.5037e+004
-2.7863e+004
-4.5814e+004
-5.3692e+004
-3.3757e+004
-4.0171e+004
-5.9469e+004
-7.1830e+004
-3.9984e+004
-4.7338e+004
-7.3460e+004
-9.0088e+004

Standard Deviation
1.1354e+003
5.7051e+002
4.0081e+002
3.1474e+002
1.3208e+003
9.6392e+002
6.9162e+002
4.3216e+002
2.2012e+003
1.5061e+003
8.9215e+002
5.8230e+002
4.7553e+003
1.6351e+003
1.3892e+003
6.5254e+002
3.4616e+003
4.3596e+003
1.6065e+003
7.4485e+002
4.7100e+003
3.7545e+003
1.5177e+003
1.0428e+003

(b) Rosenbrock

Dimension
30

50

100

150

200

250
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300

SPSO
TVAC
SEOA
SEOA-GD

47

-4.6205e+004
-5.6873e+004
-8.6998e+004
-1.0853e+005

6.0073e+003
3.5130e+003
2.1240e+003
2.0551e+003

Algorithm
SPSO
TVAC
SEOA
SEOA-GD
SPSO
TVAC
SEOA
SEOA-GD
SPSO
TVAC
SEOA
SEOA-GD
SPSO
TVAC
SEOA

Mean Value
1.7961e+001
1.5472e+001
1.8453e+001
5.6381e-001
3.9959e+001
3.8007e+001
3.8381e+001
1.0945e+000
9.3680e+001
8.4479e+001
8.0958e+001
1.9927e+000
1.5354e+002
1.3693e+002
1.3112e+002

SEOA-GD

2.9849e+000

SPSO
TVAC
SEOA
SEOA-GD
SPSO
TVAC
SEOA
SEOA-GD
SPSO
TVAC
SEOA
SEOA-GD

2.2828e+002
1.9920e+002
1.6894e+002
3.2502e+000
2.8965e+002
2.4617e+002
2.3165e+002
5.2733e+000
3.5450e+002
2.7094e+002
2.8284e+002
5.6049e+000

Standard Deviation
4.2277e+000
4.2024e+000
5.6818e+000
7.6996e-001
7.9259e+000
7.0472e+000
9.6150e+000
1.1787e+000
9.9635e+000
9.4569e+000
1.1226e+001
1.3044e+000
1.2171e+001
2.0096e+001
1.5819e+001
1.6317e+000
1.631749589612318e+000
1.1196e+001
2.8291e+001
1.8414e+001
2.1216e+000
2.8708e+001
2.4220e+001
2.6751e+001
2.1884e+000
1.9825e+001
3.7640e+001
2.6353e+001
2.4578e+000

Algorithm
SPSO
TVAC
SEOA
SEOA-GD

Mean Value
5.4944e-004
9.3610e-027
9.7047e-012
6.7596e-020

Standard Deviation
2.4568e-003
4.1753e-026
5.7057e-012
3.7024e-019

(c) Schwefel 2.26

Dimension
30

50

100

150

200

250

300

(d) Rastrigin

Dimension
30
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50

100

150

200

250

300
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SPSO
TVAC
SEOA
SEOA-GD
SPSO
TVAC
SEOA
SEOA-GD
SPSO
TVAC
SEOA
SEOA-GD
SPSO
TVAC
SEOA
SEOA-GD
SPSO
TVAC
SEOA
SEOA-GD
SPSO
TVAC
SEOA
SEOA-GD

6.4280e-003
4.9271e-002
2.5386e-011
2.8538e-022
3.8087e+001
3.7776e-001
2.6187e-010
3.7192e-030
1.6545e+002
1.2655e+000
1.8553e-009
2.0858e-030
1.8030e+003
3.7344e+000
2.9760e-006
2.9720e-026
6.7455e+003
2.8991e+000
1.8303e-007
6.7744e-024
3.2779e+004
3.7344e+000
2.9760e-006
2.7092e-030

1.0769e-002
2.0249e-001
4.0780e-011
1.5631e-021
1.8223e+001
6.1358e-001
5.3124e-010
1.7204e-029
5.5689e+001
1.4557e+000
2.9614e-009
5.0533e-030
2.8233e+003
2.6830e+000
1.2540e-005
1.5923e-025
9.5734e+003
1.3026e+000
1.5719e-007
3.7100e-023
4.4432e+004
2.6830e+000
1.2540e-005
4.7730e-030

(e) Penalized 2

Table 2. Comparison results between SEOA-GD and SPSO, TVAC, SEOA

5. Conclusion
In standard version of social emotional optimization algorithm, all individuals' decision are
influenced by one constant emotion selection strategy. However, this strategy may provide
a wrong search selection due to some randomness omitted. Therefore, to further improve
the performance, three different random emotional selection strategies are added.
Simulation results show SEOA with Gauss distribution is more effective. Future research
topics includes the application of SEOA to the other problems.
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